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Abstract
Despite striking differences in cognition and behavior between humans and our closest primate relatives, several studies have
found little evidence for adaptive change in protein-coding regions of genes expressed primarily in the brain. Instead,
changes in gene expression may underlie many cognitive and behavioral differences. Here, we used digital gene expression:
tag profiling (here called Tag-Seq, also called DGE:tag profiling) to assess changes in global transcript abundance in the
frontal cortex of the brains of 3 humans, 3 chimpanzees, and 3 rhesus macaques. A substantial fraction of transcripts we
identified as differentially transcribed among species were not assayed in previous studies based on microarrays. Differentially
expressed tags within coding regions are enriched for gene functions involved in synaptic transmission, transport, oxidative
phosphorylation, and lipid metabolism. Importantly, because Tag-Seq technology provides strand-specific information about
all polyadenlyated transcripts, we were able to assay expression in noncoding intragenic regions, including both sense and
antisense noncoding transcripts (relative to nearby genes). We find that many noncoding transcripts are conserved in both
location and expression level between species, suggesting a possible functional role. Lastly, we examined the overlap
between differential gene expression and signatures of positive selection within putative promoter regions, a sign that these
differences represent adaptations during human evolution. Comparative approaches may provide important insights into
genes responsible for differences in cognitive functions between humans and nonhuman primates, as well as highlighting
new candidate genes for studies investigating neurological disorders.
Key words: gene expression, transcriptional evolution, Tag-Seq, noncoding RNA.

Introduction
Some of the most striking differences between humans and
our closest relatives are related to changes in the brain. During human evolution, alterations in cranial morphology and
neural patterning and function (Carroll 2003; Thompson
et al. 2003; Jobling et al. 2004) have allowed for large alterations in cognitive phenotypes and human social behaviors
relative to other primates (Tomasello and Call 1997). Due to
the paucity of functional differences in protein-coding regions of the genome between humans and chimpanzee
(Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis, Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005), it has been hypothesized that many of these phenotypic changes may
have been driven by changes in transcriptional regulation
rather than protein function per se.

Previous studies investigating large-scale changes in gene
expression in primates in multiple tissues employed microarray technologies (Caceres et al. 2003; Gu J and Gu X
2003; Karaman et al. 2003; Khaitovich et al. 2004, 2005,
2006a; Uddin et al. 2004; Gilad et al. 2005, 2006; Blekhman
et al. 2008; Somel et al. 2009). A subset of these studies
identified numerous transcripts that are differentially expressed between chimpanzee and human neocortex (Enard
et al. 2002; Caceres et al. 2003; Khaitovich et al. 2004,
2005; Uddin et al. 2004; Somel et al. 2009). These studies
showed that there are many differences in protein-coding
expression in the cortex between humans and other primate
species and that many of the changes may be related to neural function and metabolism, suggesting that changes in
transcriptional regulation have, indeed, played an important
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role in the evolution of human neural phenotypes. The advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies provides
substantial improvements in our ability to assay the abundance of protein-coding transcripts in comparative studies.
Additionally, we can now explore genome-wide strandspecific changes in expression of previously uncharacterized
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) conserved between primate
species, something not possible with the previously used
microarray-based platforms.
Gene expression assays using deep sequencing may improve the resolution of those differences, include new protein-coding regions, and assist in answering outstanding
questions about the evolution of noncoding transcripts.
Technologies such as Tag-Seq offer several advantages including the ability to accurately measure a larger dynamic
range of transcript abundances, genome-wide coverage,
avoiding probe hybridization effects due to inter- and intraspecific sequence variation, and the ability to assay polyadenylated RNA transcripts not previously characterized (Lister
et al. 2008; Marioni et al. 2008; Mortazavi et al. 2008;
t Hoen et al. 2008; Morrissy et al. 2009). Digital gene expression: tag profiling (here called Tag-Seq, also called DGE:tag
profiling), specifically, uses a restriction enzyme (NlaIII) with
a common recognition site (CATG) to create ‘‘tags’’ from all
polyadenylated transcripts, which are sequenced in an
known orientation relative to the poly-A tail giving strandspecific information (for details, see Materials and Methods).
The ability to assay polyadenylated RNA transcripts in an
unbiased manner, from multiple functional categories, offers an especially exciting insight into new mechanisms
by which changes in transcription may influence organismal
phenotypes. Recently, a number of studies have documented transcription throughout most of the genome, with
different classes of ncRNA having different levels of conservation between human and mouse (Pang et al. 2006). For
example, microRNAs (miRNA) and small nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs) are well conserved between human and mouse,
although this may be due to how they are defined (Ambros
et al. 2003). In contrast, many longer ncRNAs are not well
conserved at the sequence level. These ncRNA show an average of ,70% identity between human and murine sequence, comparable with the conservation seen within
introns (Pang et al. 2006). It is necessary to examine species
more recently diverged with human than mouse to get
a clear understanding of the tempo of change in the sequence of these ncRNA molecules over evolutionary time,
and which of those ncRNAs are unique to humans. Even
when the amount of sequence conservation is known, very
little is known about conservation in expression levels between species. Understanding the extent to which expression levels are conserved will give us even more insight into
functional constraints.
Here, we describe analyses of differential transcript expression between primate cortexes using Tag-Seq, a se-
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quencing-based assay of expression (t Hoen et al. 2008;
Morrissy et al. 2009). We were able to quantify differences
for 12,990 genes for which orthology could be assigned in
all three primate species and were expressed in at least one
individual in all three species in our samples. We were also
able to analyze expressed tags that map outside of annotated coding regions and were expressed in all three species.
Analyses of these data support three basic findings. First,
a number of the noncoding tags are conserved among all
three species in sequence and genomic position (by synteny), and a subset of these are also conserved in expression
level. These patterns of conservation suggest a functional
role for a specific subset of the ncRNAs. Second, ;15%
of genes are differentially regulated among human and
chimpanzee frontal cortex, and enrichments of functional
categories for the protein-coding transcripts reveal that
many differentially regulated genes are related to neuronal
signaling and energy metabolism, especially aerobic energy
metabolism. Third, a subset of coding transcripts come from
genes showing both significant differences in expression
and a signature of positive selection on adjacent, putatively
regulatory, regions. This overlap provides a way to identify
candidate mutations responsible for gene expression differences between species and to enlarge the set of candidate
genes containing mutations that underlie the origin of
uniquely human cognitive traits.

Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation and Sequencing The frontal cortex
samples used in this study were from 3 humans, 3 chimpanzees, and 3 macaques individuals. All samples were obtained through opportunistic sampling; thus, no primates
were sacrificed for the purposes of this research. Human
samples were obtained from BioChain. The nonhuman primate samples are from the Southwest Foundation for Biomedical Research and the New England Primate Center
(supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online).
Postmortem tissue samples were collected within 12 h of
time of death. All samples are frontal cortex from adult
males (except one female macaque). Total RNA was isolated
with an RNeasy kit (Qiagen) including a DNaseI treatment
step, and the quality of the total RNA verified by Experion
(BioRad) analysis. Only total RNA samples with high quality
18S and 28S ribosomal bands with no obvious contamination and good 28:18S rRNA ratios were used.
One to two micrograms of total RNA were used as starting material for the creation of the Tag-Seq mRNA library.
Library construction was performed with the Tag-Seq
profiling for NlaIII Sample Prep Kit (Illumina). Briefly, TagSeq isolation involves binding polyadenylated mRNA to
beads, which is then made into double-stranded cDNA.
The cDNA is then digested with the NlaIII restriction enzyme
and a 5# adapter primer is added. A second digest with
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MmeI cleaves the tag sequences from the beads, and adapters are then added to the 3# end of the tag. Cluster generation and tag sequencing were performed in the Duke
Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy Sequencing Core Facility. Approximately 32 million tag sequences 18 bases in
length were generated on a single-flow cell. Each individual
sample was run in one lane of a flow cell on an Illumina GA2.
Verified data will be deposited into gene expression omnibus, and the fastq sequence files into the short read archive.
Sequence Quality Filters and Orthology Assignment
Because the 5# of each tag corresponds to a cut site for
NlaIII, the corresponding 4 bp site (CATG) was appended
to the beginning of each tag. Tags were then aligned to
the species-appropriate University of California, Santa Cruz
(UCSC) genome assembly: build36 (hg18) for human, build
2 version 1(panTro2) for chimpanzee, and Mmul_051212
(rheMac2) for macaque (Karolchik et al. 2003). We employed the maq sequence alignment software (Li et al.
2008) to align sequences and to filter low-quality sequence
and sequences with adapter contamination. For sequences
aligning to multiple locations, maq randomly assigns tags to
one of those locations. We removed tags that align to more
than four positions to reduce artifacts but to allow for annotations of genes in recent segmental duplications, although we could not reliably assign a signal to a specific
duplicated sequence. We also discarded alignments to certain regions of the human genome for which the sequence
is underrepresented in the sequence assembly as compared
with the actual genome. These primarily consist of satellite
sequences and rRNA genes. Finally, of these usable alignments, we also mapped those that are unique to only
one location in the reference genome. All tags sequenced
from multiple sites within the same RefSeq defined mRNA
(Pruitt et al. 2007) on the sense strand (relative to the
direction of transcription) were added together to create
a cumulative count for each transcript.
Orthologous protein-coding regions between all three
species were defined by using alignments of human RefSeq
mRNAs to the macaque and chimpanzee genomes in the
UCSC Genome Browser. RefSeq RNAs were aligned against
the chimpanzee genome using blat; those with an alignment of less than 15% were discarded. When a single
RNA aligned in multiple places, the alignment having the
highest base identity was identified. Only alignments having
a base identity level within 0.1% of the best and at least
96% base identity with the genomic sequence were kept.
We used this approach because there are very few annotated transcripts for the macaque genome and we wanted
a standard filter for all three species. Coordinates for genes
in each species were extracted from the UCSC Genome
Browser. We discarded genes for which good orthology assignment in the three species does not exist, that is, if the
corresponding RefSeq mRNA did not align to a nonrandom
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portion (must be part of the primary assembled sequence) of
each of the three genomes. Coordinates of predicted
ncRNAs were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser
RNAGene track (http://genome.ucsc.edu/). We utilized this
database as it uses the same build and coordinates for the
human genome as our other analyses. The ncRNAs listed in
this database are a combination of experimentally tested
and computationally predicted ncRNAs. We removed predicted pseudogenes and transcripts that are not transcribed
by PolII (e.g., rRNAs and tRNAs that would not have been
sequenced based on our method of library preparation).
Normalization of Tag Counts and Assessment of
Significant Expression Differences To normalize for
variation in the distribution of tags between libraries as well
as to compensate for variable numbers of tags generated
for each sample, we employed the program edgeR
(http://bioconductor.org/packages/2.5/bioc/html/edgeR.html;
Robinson and Smyth 2007, 2008). This program is designed
to test differences in SAGE and Tag-Seq data, specifically,
when there are small numbers of replicates or individuals
being tested and when transcripts with low-expression levels are present. To normalize counts between libraries, first,
the data are fit to a negative binomial distribution and then
a quantile-adjusted conditional maximum likelihood estimation is employed to moderate overdispersion. Significance
values for differences in expression levels were determined
using a modified exact test, similar to Fisher’s exact test. P
values were adjusted using a false discovery rate (FDR) 5 5%
(Storey and Tibshirani 2003; supplementary table 7,
Supplementary Material online). It is important to note that
Tag-Seq data appear to be very robust to the method of normalization. Even the most basic normalization method, dividing by the total number of reads in that library, has an
extremely high correlation with the method described above
(Spearman correlation of R2 5 0.9994).
Correlations and Microarray Comparison Correlations
within and between species were performed on data sets
of all sequenced tags for a given individual. In order to compare our data with other platforms, we also examined expression using a microarray platform. RNA was isolated
from AG16409 human fibroblast cells from the Coriell Institute (Camden, New Jersey) using an RNeasy kit (Qiagen).
This same RNA preparation was used for a Tag-Seq library
and sequenced on the Illumina GA2 (as described above),
as well as for an Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus
2.0 microarray, which was run at the Duke Microarray Facility. The raw image was visually inspected for overall quality
of the array. The array was normalized using the MAS5.0
algorithm implemented in the affy R package (Gautier
et al. 2004) available from www.bioconductor.org. Only
unique probe sets (_at probe sets) were considered and
when a Unigene identifier was mapped to multiple probe
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sets, the average of their signal intensities was assigned to
this Unigene entry (Pedotti et al. 2008). We uniquely mapped this expression subset to the Tag-Seq expression data by
matching gene symbols. Entries with ambiguous mapping
were removed from the final data set. In total, 10,381 gene
IDs were present in both the Affymetrix array and the TagSeq data set. A Spearman correlation was calculated to assess the correlation between the two platforms.
Assessing Branch-Specific Changes We analyzed possible human and chimp branch-specific expression changes
utilizing the expression data from macaques. Significant differences in mean species expression (P , 0.05) were determined by pairwise comparisons between all three species
using edgeR (Robinson and Smyth 2007, 2008) as described
above. To assess the direction of these changes, we first
looked at the subset of genes where the mean macaque expression is intermediate to the human and chimpanzee values (lH . lM . lC or lH , lM , lC). Cases in which the
macaque expression values are intermediate to the human
and chimpanzee may be more consistent with a scenario in
which the macaque represents an ancestral expression level
(Blekhman et al. 2008). Alternatively, we also used a pattern-matching approach to assess whether one species’ expression was different from the other two, rather than
assuming that the macaque level of expression provides
an estimate of the ancestral expression profile. Genes were
determined to be significantly differentially expressed using
a modified Fisher’s exact test with the FDR set at 5%
(Robinson and Smyth 2007, 2008). Genes significantly differentially expressed (P , 0.05) in humans relative to both
chimp and macaque were labeled dH and likewise dC when
chimp was differentially expressed. We also examined instances where all three species had significantly different
levels of expression (P , 0.05) for all pairwise comparisons.
Categorical Enrichment To determine functional category
enrichment for the differentially expressed genes, we employed the PANTHER (HMM Library Version 6.0; Mi et al.
2005) and GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) gene
ontology databases. Our background set of genes were
those genes measured in our tissue samples. PANTHER
and GO category enrichment scores were computed using
the top 5% of the hypergeometric probability distribution.
Python code used to perform all enrichments is available at:
http://www.duke.edu/;ofedrigo/Olivier_Fedrigo/Pytho
nScripts.html.
Permutation Tests on Correlations of Intergenic Tag
and Downstream Gene Expression Significance of
correlations between expression of intergenic tags and an
adjacent gene was determined by performing random permutation tests on human only, and human–chimpanzee
conserved tag location between these two species. Tests
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were done for the following genomic compartments: 5#
flanking sense strand, 5# flanking antisense strand, 3# flanking sense strand, and 3# flanking antisense strand. Initially,
intergenic compartments were defined as the 5 MB flanking
protein-coding regions. Further analyses were performed
for tags transcribed within a 1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb, or 20 kb window upstream of the nearest protein-coding gene for both
of the 5# flanking compartments or downstream of the
nearest gene for both of the 3# flanking compartments.
Single-tail permutation tests were done as we had specific
hypotheses about the sign of the correlation based on previously published data for intergenic sense (Khaitovich et al.
2006a) and antisense (Kapranov et al. 2007a; Mazo et al.
2007; He et al. 2008) correlations with expression of nearby
genes.
Scores for Positive Selection P values for signatures of
positive selection in regulatory regions were taken from
Haygood et al. (2007), in which 5 kb 5# upstream of genes
were assayed, and (Pollard et al. 2006a) in which human
accelerated regions were analyzed. For the Pollard data
set, we assigned noncoding regions to the closest gene
(Haygood R. et al. submitted. Strong contrasts between
adaptive coding and noncoding changes during human evolution. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.) using the UCSC known
genes list (Hsu et al. 2006). When several regions were assigned to one gene, we combined their P values using the
Simes’ method (Simes 1986). We uniquely mapped each of
the positive selection studies to the Tag-Seq data set using
their gene symbols and RefSeqs. Ambiguous matches were
discarded from the final data set. Spearman rank correlations were performed for adjusted P values for the Tag-Seq
data and the P values from Pollard et al. (2006a) and
Haygood et al. (2007).

Results
Tag-Seq Expression Measurements in Frontal Cortex
from Three Primate Species Tag-Seq libraries were constructed for frontal cortex tissue from 3 humans, 3 chimpanzees, and 3 macaques individuals. Of the 6 to 8 million tags
generated for each of the libraries, ;70–73% of the tags
mapped uniquely to the species-specific genome (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). For each
individual, approximately 3 million tags (ca. 60% of total
mapped tags) originated from the sense strand of proteincoding transcriptional regions, as defined by human RefSeq
mRNAs (Pruitt et al. 2007) and aligned to each species’
genome assembly. The remaining tags are located in intronic
or intergenic regions. From the pool of tags that mapped to
the sense strand of RefSeq transcripts, we were able to
analyze the expression levels for 12,990 genes expressed
in the frontal cortex of all three species. This number represents a significant increase over previous microarray studies
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FIG. 1.—Correlations in gene expression between Tag-Seq libraries. Each data point is slightly transparent in order to assist in visualizing the
density of data points. (A). Biological replicates between two human individuals. (B). Human–chimpanzee comparison. (C). Human–macaque
comparison. (D) Chimpanzee–macaque comparison. Spearman correlation R2 values are 0.92, 0.75, 0.47, and 0.53, respectively.

that were limited to transcripts conserved, at the sequence
level, between species (e.g., Somel et al. [2009] measured
expression in 7,958 genes between human and chimpanzee
and 3,075 in all three species).
In order to first assess the consistency of gene expression
measurements using this platform, we checked correlations
between normalized Tag-Seq libraries within species (see
Materials and Methods). The correlations are very strong between both a technical replicate (Spearman R2 5 0.96) of
the same biological sample as well as between individuals
within the same species (R2 5 0.92; fig. 1). We then compared expression profiles across species: as expected the correlations are reduced over increased evolutionary distances
between species (e.g., the human–chimpanzee correlation
[R2 5 0.75] is higher than that between human–macaque
[R2 5 0.47] and chimpanzee–macaque [R2 5 0.53]). To understand how Tag-Seq compares with microarray assays, we
compared expression data generated from the same human
sample assayed by both Tag-Seq and by an Affymetrix
Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 microarray (supplementary
fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). The correlations

show a similar pattern (with a Spearman correlation of
0.54) to previous reports comparing results of microarrays
and other DGE data (t Hoen et al. 2008; Morrissy et al.
2009) or RNA-Seq data (Wang et al. 2009), where genes
at intermediate expression levels are more correlated between platforms than very high- or low-expressed genes.
In addition, the Tag-Seq data show an approximately equal
amount of higher expressing genes in humans versus the
nonhuman primate levels of expression (fig. 2), in contrast
to previous reports (Enard et al. 2002; Caceres et al. 2003;
Gu J and Gu X 2003).
Patterns of Tag Conservation Outside of Coding
Regions Conservation of noncoding regulatory regions
has been important in locating noncoding functional regulatory elements (Ahituv et al. 2005; Siepel et al. 2005;
Pennacchio et al. 2006; Visel et al. 2008), and so we took
a similar comparative approach to look for conserved genomic partitions across these three species. In this study, we
assayed only polyadenlyated RNAs expressed in these species, however, polyA-RNAs may also contain a large amount
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FIG. 2.—MA plot of the human and chimpanzee brain expression
data. The magnitude (x axis) and ratio (y axis) of expression are plotted
here for all genes measured. Genes with higher expression levels in
humans are the negative ratios here (left of graph). Each data point is
slightly transparent in order to assist in visualizing the density of data
points. Significantly differentially expressed genes (P , 0.05) are colored
by higher expression in humans (red) or chimpanzees (blue).

of nonannotated functional transcripts. We examined the
distribution of tags both inside and outside of RefSeq transcript regions. For each individual assayed, approximately 2
million mapped tags (ca. 40% of total per sample) are located outside of traditional coding transcripts; defined as
not within exons or the untranslated regions or not
on the sense strand relative to that gene’s transcription
(fig. 3). It is important to note here that the Tag-Seq library
preparation is a 3# biased method, where tags usually come
from the location of the 3#-most restriction enzyme cutsite
in a transcript (for details, see Materials and Methods). To
mask out very rare tags, we filtered tags to include only
those observed five or more times in each of the three species. In order to explore the conservation of both proteincoding and noncoding transcripts further, we partitioned
all uniquely mapped tags, conserved between all three species, into five groups: 5# flanking to a coding region, non 3#
exonic, intronic, 3# exonic, and 3# flanking, based on their
relationship to known transcripts. Because of the strandspecific nature of the Tag-Seq assay, the tags in each of these
five groups were further characterized as being transcribed
in the sense or antisense direction relative to the direction of
transcription of the nearest gene. As expected, the large
majority of tag locations conserved between all three species are located on the sense strand in the 3#-most exon of
coding transcripts (fig. 3). The second largest partition con-
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FIG. 3.—Distribution of tag locations across genomic compartments. Histogram of the number of locations (not the number of tags
sequenced from each location) that have conserved locations across an
individual of all three species. Tag locations were considered conserved if
all species had five or more tags sequenced from the same exact
location. Note that a given transcript may have more than one tag site
sequenced from it. Compartments where the tags were sequenced on
the sense strand (relative to the direction of transcription for each gene)
are in black. Antisense transcriptional conserved regions are shown in
gray.

tains sense-strand tags from other exons. These tags come
from transcripts where the 3#-most exons do not contain an
NlaIII cutsite or from tags arising from other NlaIII cutsites
within the transcript. Nonexonic partitions have fewer locations where tags are being transcribed, with the fewest in
the 5# exons of the gene, on the antisense strand (fig. 3).
There are also a number of tags that show conservation
in the noncoding compartments of the genome, and so
we explored those regions further.
For all the intergenic compartments, there is a highly significant enrichment of tags nearby protein-coding regions
(Wilcox test, P ,, 0.0001). Outside of the sense strand coding partitions between humans and chimpanzees, the 5#
and 3# flanking regions on the sense strand show the most
conservation (here defined as the same sequence in a syntenic location between species; fig. 4A and B). The 5#
flanking sense tags are the most conserved between all
three species (fig. 4A). Looking at tags within 5 Mb of
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FIG. 4.—The distribution of conserved intragenic tags located near genes. The x axis shows the distance from a RefSeq region either upstream
(left) or downstream (right) of a gene. Each count on the y axis is the number of locations to which five or more tags map and are conserved in sequence
between the following two or three species. (A). Sense tags conserved between humans, chimpanzees, and macaques. (B). Antisense tags conserved
between humans, chimpanzees, and macaques. The panels are colored based on conserved transcription. For tags sequenced from the sense strand
conservation is indicated between humans and chimpanzees (blue) or between humans, chimpanzees, and macaques (dark blue). For tags from the
antisense strand, relative to the proximal gene’s direction of transcription, conservation is labeled between humans and chimpanzees (red) or between
humans, chimpanzees, and macaques (dark red). The schematic in the upper corners of each histogram are to illustrate where the tags are coming from
relative to the coding regions (gray boxes, the grey arrow indicates the transcriptional start site). The sense (dark blue) or antisense (dark red) tags are
coming from RNA transcripts of unknown length (here illustrated in blue [sense] or red [antisense]).

protein-coding transcripts between just human and chimpanzee, the distribution of conserved tag locations on the
sense strand drops off ;20 kb from the 5# and 3# ends
of protein-coding regions, with the median of the distribution occurring within 40 or 60 kb of coding regions, respectively (fig. 4A). In contrast, the number of conserved tag sites
is lower on the antisense strand, and loss of conservation
distally occurs much more quickly, with most tags coming
from locations within 5–10 kb of a protein-coding region.
This pattern shows that although conserved tags are mostly
located near to protein-coding regions, some are distributed
up to tens of kilobases away from genes. The rapid loss of
conservation in some compartments (most notably in the 3#
flanking, sense strand) going out to macaque is striking and
illustrates the importance of examining species that are
related more closely than mouse is to human.
Where we found tags to be conserved in location between species, we also examined the correlation between
tag expression levels between humans and chimpanzee
or between all three species from these partitions (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). Between
humans and chimpanzees, the highest correlations were
seen in the 3# exonic partitions as well as the category of
other exons (r 5 0.86–0.87). The noncoding tags, however,
also show high degrees of correlation (r 5 0.67–0.84), with
the lowest correlations between expression coming from 5#
antisense exon and intron sense-strand tags. This indicates
that the expression of noncoding tags is evolving slightly
faster than the expression of tags within exons and that
there is some variation in that rate between compartments.
The comparisons between all three species show that even

though fewer tags are conserved over this evolutionary distance, when they are conserved in sequence, the expression
levels are conserved as well.
In order to examine any functional annotations of the
noncoding transcripts, we also examined whether any of
our intergenic tags fall within the genomic coordinates of
annotated human ncRNAs according the UCSC Genome
Browser. After removing transcripts that are not polyadenylated or that were had low prediction values, we were able
to examine 559 predicted ncRNAs. By overlapping our tag
coordinates with these coordinates, we found 24 tags
expressed in our samples that correspond to annotated
ncRNAs. These are comprised predominately of snoRNAs,
with some RNaseP, RNAs, and miRNAs. This distribution
of functional types is similar to that seen in the UCSC database. Of these 24 ncRNAs, 11 are expressed only in our human brain samples, 10 are expressed in only the human and
chimpanzee samples, 1 in the humans and macaques, and 2
are expressed in brain tissue in all 3 species. Therefore, we
do see a similar pattern of conservation to that seen with the
other noncoding tags in our study. We expect that as additional ncRNAs are annotated as a result of ENCODE and
other projects, many more of the transcript tags will be
found to correspond to functional ncRNAs.
It well established that some intergenic RNAs are capable
of regulating the expression of nearby genes (Lapidot and
Pilpel 2006; Kapranov et al. 2007a; Mazo et al. 2007;
Prasanth and Spector 2007). Therefore, we also examined
the correlations between conserved (tag locations conserved between human and chimpanzee) intergenic tag expression and the expression of the nearest protein-coding
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Table 1
Categorical Enrichments for Differentially Expressed Genes between
the Human and Chimpanzee Individuals
Category

P value

PANTHER
DNA repair
DNA metabolism
Intracellular protein traffic
Electron transport
Neurotransmitter release
Oxidative phosphorylation
Induction of apoptosis
Endocytosis
Extracellular transport and import
Protein targeting and localization
Nuclear transport
Cytokinesis
GO
Translational elongation
Viral genome replication
Protein import into nucleus, docking
Phospholipid metabolic process
Transport
Glutamate signaling pathway
Induction of apoptosis
Intracellular protein transport
tRNA aminoacylation for protein
translation
Lipid catabolic process
Nucleocytoplasmic transport
Regulation of GTPase activity
Electron transport chain
RNA processing
Base-excision repair
Inactivation of MAPK activity
Protein stabilization
DNA repair
Phospholipid biosynthetic process

Top 5.0% Total
05

17
26
61
16
10
7
10
17
6
14
7
7

119
233
759
163
90
53
95
202
48
162
64
66

0.0004988
0.002211

11
4

68
12

0.008714
0.01311
0.0139
0.01946

4
4
34
3

17
19
460
12

0.02269
0.02412
0.02438

10
14
3

97
156
13

0.02472
0.0299
0.03603

7
3
3

58
14
15

0.04029
0.04054

8
6

78
51

0.04274
0.04274
0.04274

3
3
3

16
16
16

0.04792
0.04874

11
4

125
28

8.06  10
9.58  10
0.0001132
0.007361
0.01398
0.01562
0.01983
0.02428
0.03121
0.03184
0.03957
0.04562

05

NOTE.—The results for the biological process domain of both the GO and
PANTHER ontologies are shown. Categorical enrichments are for the top 5% of
a hypergeometric probability distribution. The right-hand columns show the number of
genes in the top 5%, as well as the total number of genes evaluated. Categories that
evaluated less than 10 genes total are not shown. Categories are further colored
according to hierarchically related ontology terms: nucleic acid metabolism (green),
electron transport (yellow), neuronal activity (blue), transport, extra- and intracellular
protein traffic (pink), and lipid metabolism (purple).

gene for the following genomic compartments using the
data from humans alone: 5# flanking sense strand, 5# flanking antisense strand, 3# flanking sense strand, and 3# flanking antisense strand. No correlation was found when
looking at a large window of 5 Mb flanking the proteincoding region. However, an analysis of smaller size windows
of 1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb, and 20 kb flanking the nearest downstream (for both of the 5# flanking compartments) or upstream (for both of the 3# flanking compartments) gene
revealed weak but significant correlations in two compartments. First, there is a positive correlation between tag expression in the 5# flanking sense-strand tags located ,1 kb
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upstream of a protein-coding region and the protein-coding
transcript downstream (Spearman correlation 5 0.285, n 5
22, P 5 0.044, one-tailed permutation test). Second, the 5#
flanking antisense transcripts compartment revealed a significant negative correlation for tags ,10 kb upstream of
the gene (Spearman r 5 0.193, n 5 119, P 5 0.028,
one-tailed permutation test), where higher expression of
5# flanking antisense transcripts correlates with reduced expression of the downstream gene. Although these correlations do not survive a strict correction for multiple testing,
the patterns are suggestive and consistent with results of
previous studies (Khaitovich et al. 2006a; Kapranov et al.
2007a; Mazo et al. 2007; He et al. 2008).
Patterns and Enrichments of Tag Expression in
Protein-Coding Regions In genic regions, we found 1,872
genes differentially expressed between human and chimpanzee frontal cortex (modified Fisher’s exact test, corrected
for a FDR of 5%; for details, see Materials and Methods).
To get a better understanding of higher order patterns of
expression differences, we performed categorical enrichment
analyses using both the GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium
2000) and PANTHER (Mi et al. 2005) ontology databases. The
enrichments were performed using the largest absolute differences in expression (as opposed to looking only at upregulated
changes) between the mean human and mean chimpanzee
expression levels (table 1 and supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online). A few clear patterns emerge from
these enrichment analyses. Many of the biological process categories that show large differences in expression concern synaptic transmission and transport within the cell, as might be
expected based on tissue being analyzed. More interestingly,
there are also a number of categories related to aerobic
energy metabolism and the nuclear-encoded genes that
function inside of the mitochondrial electron transport
chain. The third group of categories are involved in cellular
repair and apoptosis. Lastly, categories involved in lipid metabolic processes appear multiple times in enrichments using
GO.
Next, we explored the polarity of changes underlying differences in expression between human and chimpanzee. Investigating the polarity of expression differences between
human and chimpanzees requires information from an
outgroup species; therefore, in order to examine lineagespecific changes in expression, we compared expression
between human, chimpanzees, and macaques. Our first
approach was to look at the subset of genes where the
mean macaque level of expression is intermediate to the
mean human and chimpanzee levels of expression. In this
case, there are 1,001 genes where the human is highest
and 1,371 where the human is lowest; a trend also seen
in other tissues in a previous studies (Gilad et al. 2006;
Blekhman et al. 2008). The second approach was to look
for genes where the human level of expression was
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significantly different from both the chimpanzee and macaque, but the chimpanzee and macaque were not significantly different from each other. Using this criterion, we
found that 309 genes are specifically and significantly different only on the human branch. In contrast, there are 1,326
genes for which all three species are significantly differentially expressed (where each pairwise P value between
species is ,0.05). Categorical overrepresentations for the
subset of human branch-specific changes in expression also
highlight aerobic energy metabolism and transport, as well
as multiple categories related to RNA interference and
protein targeting (supplementary table 4, Supplementary
Material online).
The Intersection of Expression Differences and Positive
Selection in Regulatory Regions Of the 1,872 genes
that we find to be significantly differentially expressed when
comparing human and chimpanzee expression levels, it is
possible that many of these changes in expression levels
are due to neutral evolutionary processes. There is notable
lack of positive selection in the coding regions of genes involved in neurogenesis and neural function (Clark et al.
2003; Bustamante et al. 2005; Kosiol et al. 2008). However,
some important changes in gene expression in human brain
evolution may be due to positive selection on specific transcriptional regulatory elements, leading to functionally important changes in transcriptional levels. To explore this
possibility, we tested for a correlation between evidence of
directional selection in regulatory regions and differential
expression. Regulatory regions showing evidence of selection
in humans were obtained from Haygood et al. (2007) and
Pollard et al. (2006a). Due to the complexities of gene
regulation, the null hypothesis would be that there is
little or no correlation between positive selection in what
is typically just a subset of the total regulatory region and expression of the corresponding gene in just one tissue, at just
one developmental stage. Consistent with that hypothesis,
with expression data from only one tissue, we see no correlation between positive selection and changes in expression
level across all the genes assayed (for Haygood et al. [2007]:
r 5 0.0040; for Pollard et al. [2006a]: r 5 0.0047). Yet, for
the few genes where there is a correlation, this may be suggestive of changes in expression due to selective pressures
and regulatory regions where follow-up functional analyses
would be valuable. Of genes measured for expression in this
study, 4,331 genes overlap with Haygood et al. (2007) and
2,328 with Pollard et al. (2006a). Of these, 97 from Haygood
et al. (2007) and 35 from Pollard et al. (2006a) (132 loci total)
have significant P values (P , 0.05) for both differential
expression as well as signatures of selection (supplementary
table 5, Supplementary Material online). An enrichment analysis, albeit based on this small number of genes, shows
enrichments for genes involved in electron transport (electron
transport chain: P 5 0.0198; mitochondrial electron trans-
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port, NADH to ubiquinone: P 5 0.0020) and transport
(P 5 0.0274).

Discussion
The Utility of Sequencing-Based Expression Assays
for Comparative Analyses Tag-Seq, and other sequencing-based methods of quantifying transcript expression,
provides a powerful alternative to hybridization-based
assays of gene expression, particularly for cross-species
comparisons. Tag-Seq has a wider dynamic range than
microarrays or SAGE (t Hoen et al. 2008; Morrissy et al.
2009), it can also measure expression from unannotated
and noncoding transcripts, and it provides strand-specific
information for each of the tags. In comparison with another common sequencing-based protocol, RNA-Seq, TagSeq can provide accurate quantification of tags at much
lower coverage (Morrissy et al. 2009); however, RNA-Seq
has the added benefit of providing information about transcript structure over the entire length of the transcript. However, the strand-specific information provided by Tag-Seq
also allows us to explore the possible functional importance
of antisense transcripts by looking at their evolutionary conservation. With this additional type of information, sequencing-based assays of expression will make comparative
analyses more comprehensive and accurate over larger
evolutionary distances.
Noncoding Transcriptional Units Conserved Over
Evolutionary Time It is clear that transcription is not only
confined to protein-coding regions of the genome but also
includes many of the noncoding regions as well (Kapranov
et al. 2002, 2007b; Okazaki et al. 2002; Bertone et al. 2004;
Carninci et al. 2005). It is not yet clear precisely what fraction of these noncoding transcripts play a functional role
(Kapranov et al. 2007a; Prasanth and Spector 2007; Mattick
2009). One approach to understanding if a particular transcript is functional is to ask whether it is evolutionarily
conserved in sequence, position, and expression level. For
example, many functional miRNAs and snoRNAs are conserved over long stretches of evolutionary time, with 80–
90% sequence identity between human and mouse for
these classes of RNA (Pang et al. 2006). Although a conserved location of noncoding transcription could be due
to transcriptional noise (Struhl 2007), it has been shown that
some categories of noncoding transcripts are functional as
well (Guttman et al. 2009), even those located nearby transcribed genes (He et al. 2008; Preker et al. 2008). There is
even one example of human-specific changes in the sequence of a novel ncRNA that may be associated with
changes in neural migration during human brain development (Pollard et al. 2006b).
Specifically comparing between humans and chimpanzees, there is a high correlation of both tag sequence
and expression levels in noncoding tags for many partitions
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(although somewhat less strong than those between tags
within exons) (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). These correlations are very consistent with those
seen using human tiling microarrays (Khaitovich et al.
2006a). That study used exonic and intergenic probes in
the 1% of the genome surveyed in the ENCODE pilot project
regions (Birney et al. 2007) and found similar, but slightly
higher, amount of conservation between intergenic probes
expressed in both human and chimpanzee. Differences seen
between this study and Khaitovich et al. (2006a) could be
due to differences in the measurement platforms, biological
noise, or the much larger number of genes considered here.
Importantly, however, both studies find evidence for functional constraints in regions of noncoding transcription between humans and chimpanzees based on conservation of
expression.
The correlation of conserved regions decreases if we look
at intronic or intergenic tags conserved between human,
chimpanzee, and macaque (fig. 4). These three species last
shared a common ancestor ;25 MYA, an intermediate divergence time compared with human–chimpanzee (5–7
MYA; Kumar and Hedges 1998; Glazko and Nei 2003)
and human–mouse (ca. 90 MYA; Waterston et al. 2002).
Between all three species, the sense tags, and specifically,
the 5# flanking sense tags that are the most conserved.
The number of 3# flanking tags on both strands are decreased, with conservation concentrated directly adjacent
to exonic regions. Conserved sense-strand tags within intronic regions could be due to incomplete or alternative
splicing, transcription along the stretch of an open region
of chromatin around actively transcribed genes, or functional RNAs coming from these regions. That both 5# and
3# sense flanking region tags also have a number of conserved regions of expression may alternatively point to previously unannotated 5# and 3# untranslated regions of the
nearby genes (fig. 4A). Other studies have also found an enrichment of expressed intergenic regions nearby to genes
(Bertone et al. 2004; Khaitovich et al. 2006a) using tiling
arrays, and a positive correlation between conserved upstream sense transcription and the expression of downstream genes (Khaitovich et al. 2006a).
These intergenic tags may also be due to the transcription
of short polyadenylated RNAs on both the sense and antisense strand concentrated around promoter regions, some
of which may play a role in gene regulation (Kapranov et al.
2007b; Core et al. 2008; He et al. 2008; Preker et al. 2008;
Seila et al. 2008). We did find some tags that overlap with
annotated snoRNAs and miRNAs, and it is likely that that
number will increase dramatically as additional ncRNA functional types are annotated for the human genome. It is likely
that some of the tags near genes are due to truncated transcription of short RNAs around actively transcribed genes,
which may promote a constitutively open chromatin conformation could be driving the high numbers of tags located
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directly upstream to genic regions. However, the distribution
of conserved tags as one moves away from the proteincoding regions is much larger than a typical region of open
chromatin for an active promoter of several hundred base
pairs, based on direct sequencing data (Core et al. 2008;
He et al. 2008; Preker et al. 2008; Seila et al. 2008) as well
as DNase hypersensitivity assays of open chromatin regions
near genes (Boyle et al. 2008).
The conservation of antisense tags is also intriguing. The
reduced amount of conservation for these tag locations
relative to noncoding sense tags across all three species
may mean that many of these RNAs are the result of transcriptional noise (fig. 4B). Yet, the amount of conservation
between chimpanzee and human and the fact that expression from these regions are relatively correlated between
species, may mean that some of the antisense transcripts
are functional and could provide interesting candidate RNAs
for future functional studies. Another line of evidence that
these conserved antisense transcripts are functional comes
from the negative correlation of the 5# flanking antisense
transcripts and the expression of the downstream gene. This
correlation suggests that antisense transcripts may play
a regulatory role for nearby genes. There is substantial experimental evidence for this phenomenon in human cell culture assays (Lapidot and Pilpel 2006; Kapranov et al. 2007a;
Mazo et al. 2007), and antisense transcription is pervasive
throughout the genome near protein-coding regions (He
et al. 2008). Focusing on expressed antisense RNAs that
are conserved over evolutionary time may provide insights
about the pervasiveness of antisense intergenic RNA that
regulate nearby protein-coding genes, and the selective
pressures under which they evolve.
Sequencing technologies that allow for longer reads,
such as RNA-Seq, as well as strand-specific sequence information will greatly assist in understanding the conservation
of structure, and possibly function, of these RNAs. It is also
likely that different categories of genomic location as well as
of the type of ncRNA produced will evolve at different rates.
For example, long intergenic transcripts performing a regulatory function may be much more highly conserved than
shorter transcripts due to transcription of open chromatin
near promoters. Looking more broadly over multiple lineages, it will be interesting to see which structural and functional classes of RNA are differentially conserved within and
between lineages and which are subject to stabilizing,
neutral, or even positive, selective pressures.
Changes in Gene Expression between Human and
Chimpanzee in the Frontal Cortex Investigations of expression differences of brain gene expression between humans and nonhuman primates have been done for several
brain regions using microarrays (Enard et al. 2002; Caceres
et al. 2003; Khaitovich et al. 2004, 2005; Uddin et al. 2004;
Somel et al. 2009). These studies found significant
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differences in gene expression between humans and other
primate species in a number of different brain regions; although, it is important to note that studies looking at multiple brain regions noted that there are very few expression
differences between neocortical regions themselves (e.g.,
frontal cortex vs. temporal cortex) within a species (Khaitovich et al. 2004; Uddin et al. 2004; Roth et al. 2006; Johnson
et al. 2009). A few previous reports noted elevated gene
expression levels in the human brain as opposed to other
nonhuman primate species (Enard et al. 2002; Caceres
et al. 2003), although other studies did not find this asymmetry of expression in the brain (Uddin et al. 2004) or other
tissues (Blekhman et al. 2008). A first exploration of our data
was to see if expression is generally higher in one species. In
agreement with these later studies, we also did not find a difference in the number of those genes that are more highly
expressed in chimpanzees versus humans (fig. 2). From a biological perspective, this would imply that it is not a global
change in the amount of transcript but rather expression differences in specific gene pathways, which has led to phenotypic changes between human and chimpanzee brains.
The results from our categorical enrichment analyses are
generally concordant with results from previous studies of
gene expression differences in human and nonhuman primate brain. An enrichment analysis of the brain expression
data from Khaitovich et al. (2005) showed enrichments for
similar ontology categories such as transport and metabolism (Khaitovich et al. 2006b). Uddin et al. (2004) also saw
an upregulation of genes related to neuronal function
as well as components of the electron transport chain
(table 1, and discussed below). This signal also remains
when we look at enrichments on the human branch, when
differentially expressed from both chimpanzee and macaque. The interpretation of categories involved in cellular
repair and apoptosis is less clear; although it is known that
DNA repair is active in neurons as they are especially sensitive to reactive oxygen species produced by mitochondrial
activity (reviewed in Bohr et al. 2007). Lastly, our enrichments also show categories linked to lipid, and to a lesser
extent protein, metabolism. Differential expression of these
categories, possibly related to the dramatic changes in the
human diet, as compared with nonhuman primates (reviewed in Leonard et al. 2007) has also been observed in
liver, heart, and kidney expression as well (Blekhman
et al. 2008).
Intersection with Signals of Positive Selection Differential expression is only one step in understanding the genetic
changes underlying adaptive phenotypic changes. A separate line of evidence indicative of adaptive pressures lies
in signatures of selection in DNA sequences. We looked
for correlations between the Tag-Seq expression data and
signatures of selection in putative regulatory regions from
two previously published scans for selection (Haygood
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et al. 2007) and (Pollard et al. 2006a) with evidence of selection on the human branch. It is important to note that we
would not expect a good global correlation between signatures of positive selection and differential expression; we are
only measuring expression in one tissue at one developmental stage. Nonetheless, for genes where there is an overlap,
this may be indicative of an adaptive change in expression.
Here, with expression data from only one tissue, we see no
correlation for all the genes assayed. However, the few
genes (135 total here) that lay in the intersection between
differential expression and signatures of positive selection
may provide important candidate genes for more detailed
functional analyses (bsupplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). For instance, SNX19, a nexin with
a phospholipid-binding motif involved in intracellular transport (Worby and Dixon 2002), is shared between the two
selection studies (Pollard et al. [2006a]: P 5 4.8  10 05,
Haygood et al. [2007]: P 5 2.3  10 03), and also shows
differential expression in this study (P 5 1.3  10 08).
Shifts in both phenotype and diet during human evolution (Aiello and Wheeler 1995) may have necessitated shifts
in the regulation of core metabolic pathways. Blekhman
et al. (2008) analyzed signatures of selection based on patterns of expression differences found an enrichment for
genes involved in metabolic pathways, as we do here. In
contrast, the enrichments for transport and electron transport that we observe may be due to different assays for selection than in Blekhman et al. (2008) but are more likely
being driven by the unique cellular components and energy
requirements of the brain. The strong and consistent signal
of change in aerobic energy metabolism and protein transport within and outside of the cell are intriguing as there is
also evidence of positive selection acting on protein-coding
regions of the electron transport genes in the mitochondrial
genome in anthropoid primates (Wu et al. 1997, 2000;
Wildman et al. 2002; Goldberg et al. 2003). As the brain
increased in size and complexity through certain lineages
of primate evolution, so too did its energy requirements.
Specifically in the lineage leading to humans, genes involved
in aerobic energy metabolism may have been under positive
selection at both protein-coding and regulatory loci during
human evolutionary history.

Conclusion
Sequence-based assays of expression have substantial
promise for comparative genomics. This is especially true
for comparative primate genomics, where genomic resources exist, but samples are difficult to gather. Comparative
Tag-Seq studies, along with other related technologies,
can illuminate the relatively unexplored area of ncRNA conservation over shorter time scales. Our results show conservation in both location and expression levels between these
primate species, possibly suggesting a functional role for
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these transcripts. Within coding regions, we found the most
expression differences between human, chimpanzee, and
macaques in genes involved in neuronal signaling and transport, as well as essential metabolic categories, with the
strongest signal including those involved in aerobic energy
metabolism. Lastly, the overlap between differentially expressed genes and those showing a signature of positive selection in putative promoter regions is enriched for genes
involved in transport and aerobic energy metabolism. Future
functional studies will be necessary to test if signatures of
adaptive change in regulatory regions are the drivers of
the differences in expression.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables 1–7 and supplementary figure 1 are
available at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http:
//www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/gbe/).
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